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Click here or go to https://capital.campuslabs.com/rubrics



Rubrics you have created or have 
been shared with you

Assessments you have created  
using specific rubrics

Symbol indicates a rubric that has been shared with you



Assessment results using a shared rubric template will be 
aggregated with other results using the same rubric. The 

creator of the rubric controls access to viewing aggregated 
results. If you do not want the results to be aggregated, 

copy the shared rubric and rename it and use it for unique 
assessments.

Symbol indicates a rubric that has been shared with you



To create a new Rubric Template click on New 
Template and choose either option



There are multiple formatted Rubric 
Templates, including most of the AAC&U 

VALUE Rubrics



Click on the Rubric Template to be able to see 
the Dimension details

Click on “Use this Template” to use



Vertical - Dimensions 

Horizontal - Achievement Levels

Cells - Descriptions of specific 
demonstrated knowledge, 

skills, attitudes



Select Rubric Settings to change total number of points, 
add a N/A option, allow scoring of the same student 

multiple times, add comment boxes



Change value settings of 
achievement levels

Change value settings of dimensions



Use Rubric Tools to  copy, delete, print or share the 
Rubric Template



Type in name of person 
and click on it when it is 

displayed

Click add when the 
person’s name is displayed 











Blank templates come with 3 Dimensions 
and 4 Achievement Levels 





To delete a row, click on the 3 dots and then select 
the trash can



Fill in the titles and descriptions for 
each Dimension and Achievement 

Level



Fill in specific and concrete descriptions of expected 
knowledge/skills/attitudes



Set the total number of points and the 
option of a N/A column



Change value settings of 
achievement levels

Change value settings of dimensions



Select Rubric Settings to set up scoring:
1. Turn on or off scoring
2. Set the total number of points
3. Add an N/A column
4. Set up the ability to use the template to assess 

students on multiple occasions
5. Add a comment box after each dimension row
6. Add an overall comment box at bottom of template



If you choose to have Multiple Evaluations, you 
need to set how the final scores will be determined:
1. An average of all scores
2. The highest scores
3. Selecting the scores manually
4. Use of the most recent scores 
5. The final score reflects a sum of all scores





After saving the template, other tools become available:
1. Copy – use to make it your “own “ if shared
2. Edit it
3. Print
4. Look at reports of results associated with template (will 

display all aggregated results using template)
5. Share the template with others





Use a title that reflects semester/year , 
relevant course and rubric template 



Click “+ New Entry” to add students









Score each dimension and add general comments



Click “+ Save & New” to save this student’s score and add a 
new student. Click “Save & Done” when done adding students.



Average of group calculated

Total scores for each student displayed. 
Multiple evaluations for a student are 

grouped together.

Click on name for details





Scores and comments for each 
dimension



Select viewing option and send email to 
student 



Assessment Tools



Export entries to an Excel sheet



Manage Evaluators – add others as evaluators
1. Start typing the name and select when appears
2. Click on “Send email” if desired
3. Click “+ Add User”
4. Set viewing options – limited view hides results and 

evaluator identities
5. Click “Close”



Printable Template Option – toggle 
option to include descriptions



Results Access – can limit viewing of results and send 
emails to students with links to view individual results 

(must toggle on viewing first)



To view results across all assessments using template, 
click “Reports”



Aggregated across 
assessments

Summary information for each assessment

Choose which assessments to include and 
update



Questions?

Contact Dr. Linda Wolf, lwolf20@capital.edu
or see https://campuslabs.com/support  
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